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Abstract—This paper further develops the concept of a digital spectrum twin (DST), which can be used to enhance dynamic radio access and spectrum management. Specifically, we define the three types of parallel intelligence at work in a DST. With this framework, we demonstrate with economic principles and an illustrative case study the importance of spectrum metering on a DST-enabled radioscape.

I. INTRODUCTION

A digital spectrum twin (DST) is an online representation of radio spectrum that tracks current and historical radio usage across a geographic region. DSTs have been proposed as a means to manage spectrum with more savvy and automation than past methods, thereby increasing efficiency and the total number of radios that can use the scarce resource of radio spectrum [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. This work presents a framework for incorporating a DST into the management of radio spectrum for either private networks or large-area regulatory frameworks. As a case study, we demonstrate how the concept of spectrum metering – enabled by the DST concept in Figure 1 – can be used to manage spectrum in a way that is less hierarchical and rigid than past concepts.

The Digital Twin and Parallel Intelligence Model of Spectrum Management
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The block diagram of a digital spectrum twin (DST) and its interfaces with other radios and operations in spectrum management.

The DST concept outlined in Figure 1 can be applied generically to any number of spectrum management scenarios, from small private radio networks to the full regulatory environment of a geographical region. Central to the concept is the DST – the online representation of current radio spectrum activity over a given bandwidth and area. The DST consists of information about radio transmitters along with propagation maps derived from measurements and modeling. Generally, these elements in the DST provide a “snapshot” of radio activity as well as a log of past activities that can inform more intelligent, automated decisions about use management. An example of a DST composed of a collection of propagation maps is shown in Figure 2.

The bottom tier of the diagram in Figure 1 shows the radio units present in the target environment. Examples include single radio users, networks of radios, and passive radio users. However, there is always a possibility of rogue users that operate outside of the outlined jurisdiction (rogue users do not necessarily need to be viewed as unlawful users of radio spectrum). There has also been shown the need for supplemental spectrum sensing radios to maintain a DST, to provide real-time visibility of radio transmissions where there are no such measurements among radio users that can report spectrum observations [2].

A key value of the DST formulation in Figure 1 is its ability to illuminate what types of parallel intelligence might interface with the DST. Figure 1 identifies three such classes of parallel intelligence, denoted PI1, PI2, and PI3:

- **PI1: Network/Spectrum Management**: This parallel intelligence consists of algorithms and operations that poll information from the DST in order to better manage users within a radio environment or network.
- **PI2: Digital Spectrum Twin Maintenance**: This parallel intelligence applies automation to maintain the DST. It...

Emerging spectrum management concepts are already demanding increased agility and dynamism from radio users. For example, the growing Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) spectrum between 3.550-3.700 GHz allows many different types of users to share spectrum under the direction of a spectrum access system (SAS)[6]. Another example is the new radio dynamic zone concept, where agile radios are allowed to transmit within a geographic frequency band, provided they can be excluded from interfering with sensitive users [7].

II. THE DIGITAL SPECTRUM TWINNING CONCEPT

The bottom tier of the diagram in Figure 1 shows the radio units present in the target environment. Examples include single radio users, networks of radios, and passive radio users. However, there is always a possibility of rogue users that operate outside of the outlined jurisdiction (rogue users do not necessarily need to be viewed as unlawful users of radio spectrum). There has also been shown the need for supplemental spectrum sensing radios to maintain a DST, to provide real-time visibility of radio transmissions where there are no such measurements among radio users that can report spectrum observations [2].

A key value of the DST formulation in Figure 1 is its ability to illuminate what types of parallel intelligence might interface with the DST. Figure 1 identifies three such classes of parallel intelligence, denoted PI1, PI2, and PI3:

- **PI1: Network/Spectrum Management**: This parallel intelligence consists of algorithms and operations that poll information from the DST in order to better manage users within a radio environment or network.
- **PI2: Digital Spectrum Twin Maintenance**: This parallel intelligence applies automation to maintain the DST. It...
combines spectrum sensing measurements with propagation models to update a DST. The radios coordinated by PI1 may also be a source of measured spectrum activity for PI2 [2].

- **PI3: Other Services:** This class of parallel intelligence includes new, additional services that were not possible or practical without the DST. Examples might be mining the DST for long-term traffic trends or providing new location-based services for radios [8].

These three items are, in a way, the spectrum-centric forms of parallel intelligence that interface any digital twin that is freshly applied to a complicated system (there is parallel intelligence to (1) improve existing operations, (2) maintain the digital twin, and (3) provide new potential services using the twin-enhanced capabilities). These classifications of parallel intelligence help clarify what information is useful to put in the DST as well as how and where artificial intelligence, machine learning, and other forms of parallel intelligence might be applied to the problem of radio spectrum management.

### III. Who Could Use a Digital Spectrum Twin?

Spectrum management takes a number of different forms, all of which could benefit from the DST paradigm. Examples range from private/cellular radio networks to the regulatory agency of an entire region or nation. These examples are discussed in detail below.

#### A. Private Radio Networks

In a private radio network, a single owner/operator of spectrum manages radio usage without concern from unwanted/unlawful transmissions (in principle). An example of a private network that could employ the DST concept is a single cellular provider and their radio users operating within their spectrum allocation. The base stations and mobile users are radios that inhabit the dotted “conventional management block” box of Figure 1, with a combination of automated and manual decisions governing the operation of each. Figure 1 provides a roadmap for incorporating a DST for such a network.

In many ways, the cellular network already manually performs functions analogous to the parallel intelligence and DST blocks in Figure 1. For example, a cellular provider periodically drive-tests its network, sending engineers out to measure RF signal strength in its network in order to make seasonal or growth-based adjustments to its frequency plan. Although this is not a fully automated operation, it nonetheless is a form of spectrum sensing, intelligent comparison with historical measurements and predictions (typically involving a software planning tool), and some intelligent engineering adjustments made to the operation of the base stations that provide service.

The DST-concept can be used to automate many of the functions of this private network by adding spectrum sensing capability, modeling, and a digital twin of spectrum activity. The primary goal for doing this would be increasing efficiency of the existing network and allowing more (paying) subscribers onto the same, limited radio spectrum. As a side benefit, the DST could be mined for “other services” not currently possible with the conventional means of network operation, including localization, traffic analysis, and customer data.

#### B. Heterogeneous Radio Networks

A heterogeneous radio network is one in which multiple types of users coordinate transmission within the same geographic region and frequency block. An example of this network type would be CBRS, which allows incumbent military...
users, commercial cellular networks, unlicensed users, and on-demand users to all communicate within a frequency allocation at 3.5 GHz. These transmissions are coordinated through a spectrum access system (SAS).

In many ways, the CBRS SAS already performs some of the functions of the DST-enabled network in Figure 1. Requests from various users are made to the SAS, which uses propagation maps and planning tools to manually authorize users of the CBRS spectrum within a geographic area. A DST-enabled network would allow much more of this operation to be automated.

The primary goal for a DST-enabled heterogeneous network would be for coexistence of more and varied radio users within the allocation.

C. Regulatory Authority

A regulatory authority, such as the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the United States, could also be viewed as a candidate for DST operation in Figure 1. A regulatory authority sets policy for all radio spectrum usage in a geographic region.

Again, regulatory agencies already perform manually some of the functions outlined in Figure 1. The FCC, for example, collects reports of spectrum usage from across the nation, often judging compliance through these reports and supplementing them with manual, customized RF measurements, when necessary. And although most of the FCC’s records are computerized, there was a time when the “spectrum twin” was an array of filing cabinets filled with maps and paper licenses.

A goal of a DST-enabled regulatory authority is, in addition to accommodating more and efficient radio usage, to increase fairness of spectrum usage.

IV. THE ROLE OF DIGITAL SPECTRUM TWINNING IN FUTURE SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT

In this section, we provide some economic theory context for managing experiment, motivating DST use for spectrum metering.

A. Economic Theory for Managing Shared, Public Resources

In economic theory, individual consumers of a public resource that act only in their own self-interest run the risk of over-use and ruin of the resource. This effect is called the tragedy of the commons in economic science, named so by British economist William Forster Lloyd in his study of public lands (“commons”) that were ruined by the visiting livestock of so many farmers looking for free grazing. Much of spectrum regulatory effort is meant to avoid the tragedy of the commons, allowing spectrum to accommodate vastly different applications (cellular users, low-powered unlicensed devices, astronomers, radar, television and radio broadcasters, etc.).

To solve the tragedy of the commons, regulatory rules for radio transmission are enforced by local (national) authorities. A rigid, top-down regulatory effort can work to avoid the tragedy of the commons with respect to spectrum, which was the prevailing principle for much of the early days of spectrum regulatory agencies [9]. This mindset began to change in 1959 when Coase highlighted inefficiencies in the classical rigid government-controlled spectrum allocations and questioned whether this top-down method of allocation was effective [10]; the work would eventually lead to paid-licensing schemes for spectrum [9]. Since then, economists have recognized that all resources are, to some degree, public and scarce (in the way defined by economists) and often have more efficient, less-hierarchical solutions for avoiding the tragedy of the commons. Recent work by economists have explored these non-hierarchical solutions, which includes some Nobel prize-winning work [11].

One way to arrive at an efficient solutions to a public resource management problem is to meter usage, attaching a quantifiable metric to the actions of users that invokes a fair cost. In general, efficient solutions to avoid the tragedy of the commons can be achieved by classifying users as registered and unregistered. Registered users are ones that identify themselves to the local authorities and faithfully report each usage of the public resource. Unregistered users do not report usage, either by choice or inability [11].

Registered usage can be charged per metered use, with the rate of the usage being adjusted to encourage or discourage additional consumption. Unregistered users can then be charged a flat fee for their usage, based on the value of the remaining public resource left divided up by the number of users. If unregistered use is made more expensive, there will be an additional incentive for a user to register. In this simple scheme, users of a public resource can be regulated and still be given a great deal of freedom and autonomy to operate.

B. Spectrum Metering

Of course, it is no simple task to meter radio spectrum usage. To arrive at even a crude estimate of spectrum activity and occupancy, a system would need to automatically collect RF measurements over space, time, and frequency. Even with direct RF measurement, it is difficult to arrive at a quantifiable metric for radio spectrum usage. Estimation is even more challenging when usage is inferred from alternative metrics.

Cellular carriers often use the number of transmitted data bytes as a proxy for metering spectrum usage among their users. However, this is fraught with difficulty even in a relatively homogeneous wireless network. What type of bits are used – transmitted, detected, coded, or unencoded data? Modulation type, bandwidth, transmitted power, antenna pattern, duty cycle, and location all complicate the metering operation further.

Consider the simple case of a transmission of a mobile handset to a cellular base station. Regardless of the other physical parameters, that handset will be transmitting for part of the time at certain frequencies and at a certain power level, all of which affect the “use” of radio spectrum. Where the radio transmits also changes the calculus of use and value; a high-powered transmission in a remote area may effectively
use less spectrum resources than an identical, lower-powered transmission in a dense urban area.

Passive radio spectrum users, such as radar, remote-sensing, and radio astronomers, are also difficult to incorporate into a metering scheme. These users are consuming radio spectrum, but indirectly through enforced absence of users within an area. However, the DST concept is particularly valuable for metering RF spectrum, as the example in the next section illustrates.

V. CASE STUDY FOR DIGITAL SPECTRUM TWINNING

This section describes the operation of spectrum management for a metropolitan region using the illustrated case study in Figure 3.

A. Example Scenario

Consider the case study of how a DST-enabled radio network might work Figure 3. The spectrogram in Figure 3 shows a single measurement node within a geographic region where spectrum usage is measured over time and frequency. This region experiences heterogeneous activity from a number of users (air traffic control radar, cellular, public safety, weather radar, and unlicensed users).

Transmission of signals in this region is governed by a spectrum authority of SAS that inhabits PII. This authority has little actual role other than to inform or mark certain spectrum in space, time, and frequency as “reserved”.

This heterogeneous RF environment employs the concept of registered and unregistered users, but must also accommodate other user types.

- **Registered Users:** These users register with an authority and faithfully report their transmissions. These users also respond to a spectrum authority’s requests to avoid transmission in certain bands at specified times and locations.
- **Unregistered Users:** These users also respond to authority requests, but have not registered their use. Low-powered, simple radios and wireless sensors might fall in this category as it may not be practical to report their transmissions.
- **Rogue Users:** Users that neither register their usage nor heed network commands are rogue users.
- **Passive Users:** These users require “blackouts” of transmissions in specified regions at certain bands or times.

Each of these user types can be metered through the spectrum twin in Figure 3. A DST is maintained by collecting data across a geographic region and tracking both current and historical spectrum usage. A play-by-play example of this is described in the next section.

B. Example Operations

Now we will move from left to right on the RF spectrogram in Figure 3 to describe what is happening and how the DST is engaged in network operation.

**General users** fill up most areas of the spectrogram, finding available spectrum and transmitting their signals wherever possible, thereby filling up the spectrum. This is very much in line with a national radio dynamic zone conception of spectrum usage [6], [8].

**Radar users** are shown to occupy a fixed bandwidth at the top and bottom of the spectrogram. The top band is a weather radar signal that is fixed in bandwidth and periodic; the spectrum authority must request other users to evacuate this spectrum during the periodic transmissions. In between transmissions, however, the spectrum may be filled with activity by other users. The airport radar is continuously reserved for its operation. In both instances, the spectrum usage is metered based on the distributed measurement and modeling of the DST over space, time, and frequency, weighted with the historic demand of radio spectrum in that region.

**Passive users** can request blackouts in certain space-time-frequency blocks, as illustrated by the stretch of time and frequency that transmission has ceased in Figure 3. The spectrum authority will command all registered and unregistered transmitters to cease transmission in this block. Again, the DST can be employed to meter the usage of the radio astronomers’ experiment by calculating the size of the space-time-frequency block and weighting it with typical usage in the area.

**Special events** can also be accommodated, such as the public safety event illustrated in the Figure 3 spectrogram. In this time-frequency block, registered and unregistered users have been commanded to cease transmission so that unfettered communications can occur between law enforcement, medical workers, firefighters, etc. – presumably in response to a local and unusual emergency. While these emergency radio users may proceed without registration or cost (they could be viewed as a form of rogue user), their impact on the overall spectrum can be measured and accounted by the DST.

**Enforcement operations** in which overall compliance to the spectrum authority. For example, how does one estimate rogue use of the spectrum if those users neither register nor report to the spectrum authority? One solution is to quiet all compliant transmitters and make a spectrum measurement of the remaining transmission activity. In Figure 3, the enforcement operation opens up a block in time and frequency so that the remaining rogue transmissions can be measured.

In the end, all of these operations enabled by the DST allow a spectrum authority to meter the usage of the radio spectrum. Even without an absolute gauge of total spectrum resources, the DST would at least quantify the relative proportion of spectrum usage among the various users – registered, unregistered, rogue, and passive.

C. Observations

The thought experiment run by the previous example in dynamic spectrum allocation by a DST-enabled spectrum authority leads to a number of interesting observations.

First, there is clearly a need for independent spectrum sensing in this environment. While self-reported usage and RF measurement by registered radios can certainly be used by the DST to maintain a current twin of the spectrum environment,
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Fig. 3. Example usage scenario of a DST with spectrum metering to manage a dynamic environment with many types of radios. Most radios dynamically find space for their (colored) transmission over frequency and time. Measurements from some of these radios and supplemental spectrum sensing nodes, along with modeling, are used to maintain a DST. Information from the DST is used to meter the relative spectral usage by the different classes of radio users, which can then be used for billing purposes.

measurements from self-reporting radios alone are insufficient. The DST must also update itself where user radios do not measure and report in order to grasp the true state of a region’s spectrum usage. Thus, a low-cost, independent network of spectrum-sensing radios across a region is critical for operating this type of dynamic spectrum environment.

Second, the ability of a spectrum authority to perform an enforcement operation – an observation of space, time, and frequency where compliant radios have been silenced – is one of the only ways to gauge the number and impact of rogue radio users on the network. Although there is little that a spectrum authority can do in real time to silence rogue users, areas where certain types of rogue users become problematic can be followed up with active localization and removal by authorities. Without the ability to perform an enforcement observation, rogue radios will always be problematic for dynamic spectrum management.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

DST-enabled spectrum management promises to greatly enhance the quantity, efficiency, and fairness of radio users – whether we are talking private networks, larger heterogeneous radio environments, or even regulatory agencies. The DST concept also helps to organize and break down the difficult problem of dynamic spectrum management.

As our example of a large, heterogeneous spectrum environment illustrates, there is value in supplemental spectrum sensing, (PI2) an up-to-date database for informing and measuring spectral usage (DST), and a DST-informed spectrum authority (PI1) to maximize spectrum usage. Collectively these components allow spectrum metering – even in a complicated radioscape with rogue transmitters. The example suggests a rich future research field of DST-enabled radio environments and networks.
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